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THERMODYNAMICS OF SYSTEMS WITH NONZERO EXPONENTS:
MORE QUESTIONS THAN ANSWERS

YAKOV PESIN

1. THERMODYNAMIC FORMALISM IN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

We discuss the thermodynamic formalism, i.e., an adaptation of the formalism of equilib-
rium statistical physics to dynamical systems. It was developed in the classical works of Sinai,
Ruelle, and Bowen and it deals with a continuous map $f$ of a compact metric space $X$ and a
continuous function $¥varphi$ on $X$ . Its main constituent components are: 1) the topological pressure
$P(¥varphi);2)$ the variational principle, $P(¥varphi)=¥sup_{¥mu}E(¥varphi, ¥mu)$ where $ E(¥varphi, ¥mu)=h_{¥mu}(f)+¥int_{X}¥varphi d¥mu$ is
(up to a normalizing factor) the free energy and the supremum is taken over all /-invariant
Borel probability measures on $X;3$ ) the equilibrium measures $¥mu_{¥varphi}$ for $¥varphi$ for which the above
supremum is attained.

Existence and uniqueness of equilibrium measures depend upon the dynamical properties
of the map $f$ and $¥mathrm{t}_{1}¥mathrm{h}¥mathrm{e}$ regularity of the potential $¥varphi$ . The ciassical result claims that if $f$

is a topologically transitive Anosov or (an axiom $A$ diffeomorphism) and $¥varphi$ is a Holder
continuous function, there exists a unique equilibrium measure for $¥varphi$ (see for example, [22]).
Many important invariant measures are equilibrium measures. Among them are:

(1) measures of maximal entropy (corresponding to $¥varphi=0$ );
(2) absolutely continuous invariant measures or more general Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen $(¥mathrm{SRB})-$

measres (corresponding to $¥varphi(x)=-¥log$ $J¥mathrm{ac}(df| |E^{c¥iota}(x))$ where $E^{u}(x)$ is the unstable
subspace at the point $x$ );

(3) measures of maximal dimension (corresponding to $¥varphi_{t}(x)=$ -tlog $J¥mathrm{ac}(df|E^{¥uparrow A}(x))$

where $t$ is the root of the Bowen equation $P(¥varphi_{t}(x))=0)$ .

Developing thermodynamics of systems which are nonuniformly hyperbolic faces several
obstacles. One of them is the discontinuity of the potential. For example, the natural
potential $¥varphi(x)=-¥log$ $J¥mathrm{ac}(df|E^{u}(x))$ is a measurable but not necessarily continuous function
(since the unstable distribution $E^{u}(x)$ depends measurably on the base point $x$ ; it may not
even be bounded as in the case of one-dimensional maps with critical points). For these
potentials a new concept of the topological pressure is required. Furthermore, one may
have to reduce the class of invariant measures under consideration to the one for which the
potential is integrab1e thus making a new setup for the variational principle. Finally, new
methods are needed to establish the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium measures.

It has been one of the major achievements in the recent theory of dynamical systems to con-
struct absolutely continuous invariant measures for some one-dimensional maps (unimodal
and some multimodal) and SRB-measures for some two or higher dimensional nonuniformly
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hyperbolic attractors (Henon-like attractors, partially hyperbolic attractors with negative
central exponents, etc.). As far as other equilibrium measures are concerned, Bruin and
Keller [10] have shown that for a unimodal map satisfying the Collet-Eckmann condition
and any $t$ sufficiently closed to 1 there exists a unique equilibrium measure for the po-
tential $¥varphi_{T}(x)=$ -tlog $¥mathrm{Jac}(df|E^{u}(x))$ . On another but related direction, Hofbauer, $[19, 20]$

(see also [23]) established existence of measures of maximal entropy for piecewise monotonic
transformations of an interval with positive topological entropy, obtained an upper bound
for their number and in particular, proved their uniqueness in the case of unimodal maps;
Buzzi, $[13, 14]$ extended these results to multidimensional piecewise expanding maps and
also showed that under some very general assumptions acim can be viewed as equilibrium
measures

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Prof. Yoichiro Takahashi and Prof. Michiko
Yuri -- the organizers of the Workshop on “Dynamics of Complex Systems” -- for their
invoivement and devotion which made the workshop a success.

2. THERMODYNAMICS FOR NONUNIFORMLY HYPERBOLIC MAPS

We describe an approach to the thermodynamic formalism for nonuniformly hyperbolic
maps which can be represented as a tower of a special type. This class of maps was introduced
by Young in [37]. In the one-dimensional case this class includes unimodal and multimodal
maps. Let us begin with this case.

Consider a one-parameter family of unimodal maps $f_{a}$ of a compact interval $I$ . It is well-
known (see [36] and [31]) that for a typical transverse family there is a set $A$ of parameters
of positive Lebesgue measure such that for every $a$ $¥in A$ the map $f=f_{a}$ admits an “inducing
scheme” ( $S$ , $7^{-)}$ , where $S$ is a countable collection of disjoint closed intervals and $¥tau$ : $S$ $¥rightarrow ¥mathrm{N}$

a positive integer-valued function such the the following properties hold:

(HI) $f^{¥tau(J)}(J)¥supseteq ¥mathcal{W}$ where $¥mathcal{M}=¥bigcup_{J¥in S}J$ is the inducing $d$omain;

(H2) there exists A $>1$ with $|dF(x)|>$ A where $F(x)=f^{¥tau(J)}|J(x)$ , $x¥in J$ is the induced
map

(HI)(Markov property)if $J$, $J^{¥prime}¥in S$ , $0¥leq i¥leq¥tau(J)-1$ , and $ f^{i}(J)¥cap J^{¥prime}¥neq¥emptyset$ , then $ f^{i}(J)¥cap$

$J^{¥prime}=f^{i}(J)$ ;
(H4)for all $n$ $¥geq 0$ ,

$.¥sum_{J¥in S.¥tau(J)¥geq n}|J|¥leq c_{1}¥lambda_{1}^{-n}$
;

(H5) (Bounded Distortion) for each $n¥geq 0$ , each interval $I_{[b_{0},¥ldots,b_{n}]}$ and each $x$ , $y$ $¥in I[b_{0},¥ldots,b_{n}]$ ,

$|¥frac{dF^{n}(x)}{dF^{n}(y)}-$ $1$ $|¥leq c_{5}|F^{n}(x)-F^{n}(y)|$ .

In fact, for $a¥in A$ the map $f=f_{a}$ satisfies the Collet-Eckmann condition, i.e., there exist
positive constants $c$ and $¥theta>1$ such that

$|Df^{n}(f(0))|>c¥theta^{n}$

for every $n$ $¥geq 0$ . Note that in [36] and [31] the authors require that $f$ has negative Schwarzian
derivative, however, this requirement can be dropped in view of [18].
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Set

$W=n¥geq 0¥cap F^{-n}(¥mathcal{W})=¥lim_{n¥rightarrow¥infty}F^{-n}(¥mathcal{W})$
, $X=J¥in Sk=0¥cup¥cup f^{k}(W¥tau(J)¥backslash -1¥cap J)$ .

The set $W$ is $F$-invariant and for $a¥in A$ it has positive Lebesgue measure. The inducing
scheme represents $(X, f)$ as a tower with the base $(W, F)$ .

Let 72 be the cover of $¥mathcal{W}$ by the intervals $J¥in S$ . It is ” almost” a cover: any two intervals
are either disjoint or intersect by their endpoints. This cover induces a cover of $W$ which
we denote by the same letter. In view of (H2) the induced map $¥dot{F}$ is equivalent up to a
countable set to the full shift of countable type $(S^{¥mathrm{N}}, ¥sigma)$ where $S^{¥mathrm{N}}$ is the space of one-sided
infinite sequences with elements in $S$ and $¥sigma$ the shift operator. One can apply some recent
results of Mauldin and Urbanski, [25], of Sarig, [29], [30] $)$ of Buzzi and Sarig [12] and of Yuri
[38, 39, 17] on the existence and uniqueness of Gibbs measures for the Bernoulli shift (or
more general subshifts of countable type). More precisely, let (i) : $S^{¥mathrm{N}}¥rightarrow ¥mathbb{R}$ be a function.
Assume that (I has summable variations, i.e.,

(1) $¥sum_{n¥geq 1}V_{n}(¥Phi)<¥infty$
,

where $V_{n}(¥Phi)=¥mathrm{s}¥iota¥iota ¥mathrm{p}_{[b_{0}}$

, ’
$b_{n-1}$ ] $¥mathrm{sup}a,a^{¥prime}¥in[b_{0}, .,b_{n-1}]¥{|¥Phi(a)-¥Phi(d)|¥}$ and $[b_{07}¥ldots, b_{n-1}]$ is the cylinder.

A measure $u$ $=¥iota/_{¥Phi}$ on $S^{¥mathrm{N}}$ is said to be a Gibbs measure for (I if there exist constants $C_{1}>0$

and $C_{2}>0$ such that for any cylinder set $[b_{0}, ¥ldots, b_{n-1}]$ and any $a¥in[b_{0}, ¥ldots, b_{n-1}]$ we have

(2) $C_{1}¥leq¥frac{¥nu([b_{0},¥ldots,b_{n-1}])}{¥exp(-nP_{G}(¥Phi)+¥Phi_{¥tau¥iota}(a))}¥leq C_{2}$ .

Here
$P_{G}(¥Phi)=¥lim_{n¥rightarrow¥infty}¥frac{1}{n}¥log¥sum_{¥sigma^{n}(a)=a}¥exp¥Phi_{n}(a)$

equals to the Gurevich pressure of $¥Phi$ and $¥Phi_{n}(a)=¥sum_{¥overline{¥kappa}=0}^{n-1}¥Phi(¥sigma^{k}(a))$ (under Assumption (1)
the limit exists and does not depend on $a$ ). For the following result see [1], [2], [25], [30],
[12] $)$ and [38, 39, 17].
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the function (I satisfies: 1) $¥sup¥Phi<¥infty ¥mathrm{i}¥mathit{2})P_{G}(¥Phi)<¥infty;¥mathit{3})¥Phi$

has summable variations (with respect to $F$). Then the variational principle for $¥Phi$ holds:

$P_{G}(¥Phi)=¥sup_{¥nu¥in_{d}¥mathrm{Wg}}¥{h_{¥nu}(¥sigma)+¥int¥Phi d¥nu¥}$ ,

where $¥mathcal{M}_{¥Phi}$ is $¥overline{t}$he space of all shift invariant Borel probability measures $¥rightarrow¥nu$ on $S^{¥mathrm{N}}$ for which
$¥int¥Phi du$ $>-¥infty$ . $Moreover_{f}$ there exists an ergod$ic$ shift invariant Gibbs $m$easure $u_{¥Phi}$ for (I). If,
in addition

$f$
the entropy $ h_{¥nu_{¥Phi}}(¥sigma)<¥infty$ then $¥nu_{¥Phi}¥in$ $¥mathcal{M}_{¥Phi}$ and is a unique $G$ibbs art $d$ equilibrium

measure.

As a corollary one has equilibrium (Gibbs) measures for the induced map $F$ . One can
lift them from the inducing domain to the tower. The latter procedure is quite subtle and
requires integrability of the inducing time with respect to the Gibbs measures and their lifts.
It also uses a correspondence between measures on $W$ invariant under the induced map $F$

and measures on $X$ invariant under $f$ and, in particular, a relation between their entropies
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-the so-called Abramov formula. For general towers this has been recently obtained by
Zweimiiller [41] (see also [23] and [9]).

As a result, given a unimodal map $f$ , admitting an inducing scheme $(S, ¥tau)$ , one can single
out a class of potentials for which the thermodynamic formalism can be affected. In fact} it is
shown (see [28]) that any one-dimensional map admitting an inducing scheme as described
above possesses a class of potentials for which there exists a unique equilibrium measure
supported on $X$ . More precisely, given a potential $¥varphi$ : $X¥rightarrow ¥mathbb{R}$ define the induced potential
$¥phi:W¥rightarrow ¥mathbb{R}$ by $¥phi(x)=¥sum_{k=0}^{¥tau(J)-1}¥varphi(f^{k}.(x)))$ where $x$ $¥in J$ .

Theorem 2.2 ([28]). Assume that the potential $¥varphi$ is such that the induce $d$ potential ($¥phi$ satisfies
Conditions 1-3 of Theorem 2.1. Then there exists a unique invariant Borel ergo$dic$ measure

$¥mu_{¥varphi}$ for which

(3) $h_{¥mu_{¥varphi}}(f)+¥int_{X}¥varphi d¥mu_{¥varphi}=¥sup¥{h_{¥mu}(f)+¥int_{X}¥varphi d¥mu¥}$ ,

where the supremum is taken over all invariant Borel probability measures on $X$ for which
the inducing time is integrable, $¥tau¥in L^{1}(X, ¥mu)$ .

As shown in [28] Theorem 2.2 applies to the family of potential functions $¥varphi_{t}(x)=-t¥log|df(x)|$ ,
$x¥in I$ for $t$ $¥geq 0$ (to prove this one may have to reduce the set of parameters under consider-
ation to a set $.A’¥subset A$ which still has positive measure). One can further apply Theorem 2.2
to multimodal maps using recent results of Bruin, Luzzatto and van Strien [11] who con-
structed inducing schemes and the corresponding Markov extensions for multimodal maps
with a finite critical set and no stable or neutral periodic point.

Extending the above approach from one-dimensional to multi-dimensional systems, con-
sider the class of dynamical systems introduced by Young in [37]. Namely, let $f$ be a $C^{1+¥alpha}$

diffeomorphism of a compact smooth Riemannian manifold $M$ . Assume that there exist
(Y1) a set $¥Lambda$ with a hyperbolic product structure (the structure of a “horseshoe”) generated

by transverse families of stable and unstable disks, $¥gamma^{s}$ and $¥gamma^{u}$ ). it is assumed that
$¥mathrm{Leb}_{¥gamma^{u}}¥{7^{¥mathrm{u}} ¥cap¥Lambda¥}>0$ for every $¥gamma^{u}¥in¥Gamma^{u}$ , that $f$ is absoiutely continuous along $¥gamma^{s}$ and
that it has the distortion property along $¥gamma^{u}¥mathrm{i}$

(Y2)a return map $f^{R}(R$ $=R(x)$ is a measurable integer-valued function and is not
necessarily the first return time) from $¥Lambda$ to itself such that $f$ is a Markov extension
over $F=f^{R}$ }. the function $R$ is assumed to be integrable, i.e.7 for some $¥gamma^{u}¥in$ $¥mathrm{F}^{u}$ ,

$¥int_{¥gamma^{v}¥cap¥Lambda}Rd¥mu_{¥gamma^{u}}<¥infty$ .

Unlike the one-dimensional case the induced map $F$ is modeled by the full shift acting on the
space of two-sided infinite sequences. Still, Proposition 2.1 can be used to

$¥rightarrow$

establish existence
and uniqueness of equilibrium measures.

3. OPEN PROBLEMS

Here are some challenging open problems in the thermodynamics of systems with nonzero
Lyapunov exponents.

Problem 3.1. Given a diffeomorphism $f$ satisfying Conditions (Y1) and (Y2) above
$f$

de-
scribe a class $P$ of potential functions $¥varphi$ for which there exists a unique equilibrium measure
$¥mu_{¥varphi}$ .
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This class should include the family of potentials $¥varphi_{t}(x)= -¥mathrm{t}¥log ¥mathrm{J}¥mathrm{a}¥mathrm{c}(df|E^{u}(x))$ for $t$ in
some interval $(t_{0}, t_{1})$ around 1 and hence, it should include SRB-measures. It is of principle
interest to include also the value $t$ $=0$ and thus to establish existence and uniqueness of
measures of maximal entropy.

Problem 3.2. Under what conditions the equilibrium measures are ergodic, Bernoulli, have
exponential decay of correlations and satisfy the Central Limit Theorem.

One should expect an exponential rate of decay of correlations and the Central Limit
Theorem provided $R$ has an exponential tail with respect to the function $¥varphi¥in P$ , $¥mathrm{i}.¥mathrm{e}_{)}$. there
exist $K>0$ and $0<¥theta<1$ such that for all $n>0$ ,

$¥mu_{¥varphi}(¥{x¥in¥Lambda : R(x)¥geq n¥})¥leq K¥theta^{n}$ .

Problem 3.3. Extend the notion of the topological pressure $P(¥varphi)$ to functions in $¥mathit{7}^{¥supset}and$

establish the variational principle.

Since these functions are not in general continuous, the classical notion of the topological
pressure does not apply and one may use an approach based on representing the pressure as
a Caratheodory dimension. This approach was developed in [27] and allows one to extend
the classical concept of the topological pressure to systems acting on non-compact spaces,
to some sequences of potential functions (the so-called non-a $d$ditt $ve$ pressure) which may be
used to approximate a given potential, etc.

A progress in solving these problems may, in particular, help study continuity, difterentia-
bility and other properties of the pressure function $P(t)=P$(-tlog $J¥mathrm{ac}(df|E^{u}(x))$ ) which,
in turn, determine the multifractal analysis of non-uniformly hyperbolic systems described
above.

4. EXAMPLES

We describe two examples of dynamical systems admitting Markov extensions, for which
the above problems are of particular interest.

4.1. The Henon family. This is the family of maps given by $H_{a,b}(x, y)=(¥eta¥perp-ax^{2}+by, $x).
Observe that for b $=0$ the family $H_{a,b}$ reduces to the logistic family $Q_{a}$ . By continuity, given
$a¥in(0,2))$ there is a rectangle in the plane which is mapped by $H_{a}$

)
b, into itself. and hence,

$H_{a,b}$ has an attractor provided b is sufficiently small. Benedicks and Carleson [5], treating
$H_{a,b}$ as small perturbations of $Q_{a}$ , developed highly sophisticated techniques to describe
the dynamics near the attractor. Building on this analysis, Benedicks and Young [7,$ $8]
established existence of SRB-measures for the Henon attractors and described their ergodic
properties. In [33], Wang and Young introduced a 2-parameter family of maps of the plane
to which the above results extend. Later they have further generalized their construction to
higher dimensions, [34]. Mora and Viana [26] modified Benedicks and Carleson’s approach in
a way which allowed them to treat He’non-like maps using some techniques from the general
bifurcation theory such as homoclinic tangencies. Later Viana [32] extended results from
[26] to higher dimensions.

Based on these results one should be able to construct an inducing scheme in the above
mentioned sense and hence, to represent the He’non map $H_{a,b}$ as a Markov extension for
values of parameters (a,$ $b) of positive Lebesgue measure.
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4.2. The Katok’s map. Unlike the He’non map, this example is an area-preserving diffeo
morphism f of the 2-torus with non-zero Lyapunov exponents constructed by Katok in [21]
(see also [4]). Starting with a hyperbolic toral automorphism A, one obtains f by slowing
down A near the origin, so that the time the trajectories spend near 0 increases. By the
Poincare recurrence theorem for almost every trajectory the average increase in time is not
significant and cannot substantially change the values of the Lyapunov exponent along the
trajectory. However, for some trajectories (which form a set of zero area) the average increase
in time may be abnormally high to allow zero Lyapunov exponents.

Observe that Katok’s map lies in the core of the construction of a volume preserving
Bernoulli $C^{¥infty}$ diffeomorphism with nonzero Lyapunov exponents on any manifold (see [16]).
Solving the above problem for Katok’s map will allow to construct diffeomorphisms with
Markov extensions on any manifold and thus, affect the thermodynamic formalism for these
diffeomorphisms.
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